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The CICC is a local group working to build
community awareness and support for a
special backcountry area located between
the Vermillion and Thompson rivers,
including four Roadless Areas – Cataract,
Deep Creek, Cube Iron and Sundance. We
seek support for keeping this mostly wild
area the way it is today, a haven for
wildlife, quiet recreation, hunting, berry
picking and family adventures.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Happy Spring!!

The Thorne Creek Fire of 2021

The sun is getting warmer, the spring birds
are here, and the snow is starting to melt in
the high country. The new year provides new
promise, and the CICC is looking forward to
new opportunities.
Last year we eventually had to cancel all our
hikes, projects and events because of the
Thorne Creek Fire. This year we look forward
to connecting with friends old and new, and
recommitting ourselves to celebrate and
protect the special wild country of the CICC.

The picture above is a recent view of the CIC
area from south of the river, with highway 200
in the foreground. A careful look shows the
red-brown burned areas mixed in with the
green of trees that survived the fire. The
drainage on the left is Graves Creek, with
Vermillion Peak showing in the back left. The
Squaylth Creek drainage shows on the right,
along with Cube Iron Mountain.
Locals are all very aware of this fire, which
burned what seemed like all summer, and
certainly caused concern in the downwind
community of Thompson Falls. In the end, no
lives or buildings were lost, though a lot of
acres were burned, especially in the high
country.
As spring marches up the mountains, efforts
are underway to assess the fire’s impacts. In
general, it appears that much of the area

See our 2022 Hikes list on page 2.
Hikes fill up fast, so now is a good time to
start making plans.
_______________________________________________________________________________________

See A Virtual Tour of the CICC
A video with pictures and stories is on our
website at https://cubeironcataract.org/mwacicc-presnetation-2021/

Fire continued on page 3

Hike & Project List for 2022
More hikes may be added later. Send us your
ideas! Dates may be subject to weather.
Hikes marked “WM” are offered as part of the
annual Wilderness Walks program sponsored
by Wild Montana.
Sign up by contacting the hike leader.
June 25th, Water Hill

WM

Starting at the mouth of Vermillion River
Gorgeous 360 views Trail #845
7 miles roundtrip, 3450’ elevation gain
Doug Ferrell ferrelldoug@gmail.com

On Cougar Peak
August 16th, Four Lakes Loop Trail

July 9-10, Vermillion Area Trails Project
This is a major project combining teams from
CICC, USFS, MT Conservation Corp and Plains
BCH. Clear blowdown, cut brush, repair tread,
have fun and get some major work done.
John Errecart jerrecart@blackfoot.net

July 19th, Squayth-Kwum Creek

WM

Plant ID & Flower Hike Trail#520
6 or 7 miles roundtrip, 1000’ elevation gain
Juli Thurston juli.thurston@montana.edu

Aug 7th, Mt Silcox and Goat Lake
Great views to TF and the CF River
Trail #478, 4 miles roundtrip, 1900’ gain
Mark Sheets msheets@blackfoot.net

On the Trail to Cabin Lake

WM

WM

Popular hike to this famous lake basin
7 miles roundtrip, moderately hilly
Juli Thurston juli.thurston@montana.edu

Sept 16th, Arrowhead & Duckhead Lakes WM
Gorgeous hiking Trail # 1102
7 miles roundtrip, 2900’ elevation gain
Juli Thurston juli.thurston@montana.edu

Sept 17th, Upper Graves Creek
Vermillion Pass to Slide Rock Mt

WM

WBP Glorious ridgetop hike Trail #529
MWA Doug Ferrell ferrelldoug@gmail.com

Sept 24th, Cataract Creek

WM

Along magical Cataract Cr, Trail #47
Big trees and cool stream bottom
8 miles roundtrip, about 1400’ elevation gain
Doug Ferrell ferrelldoug@gmail.com

On Mt Headley

Graves Creek Bridge Coming Soon

Fire continued from page 1

In last year’s fire, the upper Graves Creek
bridge burned and failed. The creosoted
timbers burned hot, and last fall what was left
of them were all in a jumble. Many people
wondered how long it would take to replace
the bridge, which gives access to Vermillion
Pass and much of the high country of the
CIC.
The Plains/TF ranger station is on the move
and they have cleaned up the site and plan to
install a temporary bridge as soon as
sometime in June.

burned at low or moderate intensity, with fire
skipping around and leaving a mosaic
pattern, including substantial unburned
patches. Some areas burned very hot,
consuming most anything organic and even
leaving holes in the ground where stumps
burned completely. The torched areas tend to
look devastated, but it is surprising how
quickly new growth returns.

Photo from last fall, looking SW across the Clark Fork
Where the bridge was, looking upstream

Free Maps!!
Maps of the CICC along with trails and hiking
information are available for free at the TF
and Plains Public Libraries and at FS ranger
stations in Plains and Trout Creek. If you do
not have one, check them out and make a
plan to discover the wonders of the CIC wild
country. Pick one up for a friend also.

New growth this spring

Some famous fires in Yellowstone a
generation ago have resulted in conditions
very favorable to wildlife diversity and
landscape health. Research shows burned
areas often create valuable new forage and
other favorable conditions for ungulates and
continued

Fire continued
other wildlife. Especially when fires burn in a
mosaic pattern, they tend to leave scattered
openings and a diverse mix of vegetation.
One result is that any fires in future years will
be less likely to develop into large, hot, fastmoving blazes that are difficult and
dangerous to control.

Whitebark Pines in the CICC

A view downhill from the burned bridge,
showing a mixture of burned and unburned areas.

Strategic management of the Thorne Creek
fire was somewhat controversial, as fire crews
set multiple backburns along the base of the
mountains, thus burning a lot of acres uphill,
in an effort to keep the fire from roaring down
into homes and private lands in the valleys.

The WBP in the high ridges of the CICC may
have been hit hard by the Thorne Creek fire.
One of the things that FS crews and CICC
volunteers will be doing this summer is
working to inventory WBP stands and
considering projects to support existing
stands or plant seedlings.
Whitebark pines are threatened throughout
much of their range, due to a combination of
insects and disease, crowding by faster
growing species and their vulnerability to
drought and fire. These trees have thin bark
and suffer from high mortality in even a
moderate fire.
The large and highly nutritious seeds of the
WBP provide an important food source for
many species of wildlife, including grizzly and
black bears, red squirrels, and many other
species of mammals and birds.

Good News from Recent Opinion Polls
Conservation values, including efforts to
protect wild country, are very popular in
Montana and throughout the west, as shown
in respected public opinion polls. Large
majorities of 70 to over 80%, from both
political parties and from both urban and rural
areas, support increased protections for wild
country and wildlife habitat.
www.umt.edu/news/2022/05/050322rick.php

The historic village of Snyder was protected by
backburns set around the town, on Thompson River.

https://www.coloradocollege.edu/other/stateof
therockies/conservationinthewest/2022/2022poll-results.html

